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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES : 
 1. SECTION-A is COMPULSORY consisting of TEN questions carrying TWO marks 

each. 
 2. SECTION-B contains FIVE questions carrying FIVE marks each and students 

have to attempt any FOUR questions. 
 3. SECTION-C contains THREE questions carrying TEN marks each and students 

have to attempt any TWO questions. 
     

SECTION-A 

 1. Write briefly : 

  a. Define privatization in electricity market. 

  b. What do you mean by wheeling charges and prices?  

  c. Enlist any four role of independent system operator. 

  d. Explain the working of single buyer model of electricity market. 

  e. Define the transfer capacity of transmission line. 

  f. Write any four effect of congestion in transmission line. 

  g. Enlist any four sources of reactive power. 

  h. Define the loss of opportunity cost. 

  i. Write any two demerits in deregulation of Indian power sector. 

  j. Define the following terms :  

   ATC, TTC, TERM and CBM. 
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SECTION-B 

 2. Define deregulation. Explain the main reasons for restructuring / deregulation of power 
industry 

 3. How profit maximization for a firm under perfect competition is achieved explain with 
the help of necessary diagram.  

 4. What are two different version of monopoly model? Explain the structure of single buyer 
model with only IPPs. 

 5. Define the congestion. How transfer capability in congestion is limited?  

 6. Explain the characteristics of a perfectly competitive electricity market. 

 

SECTION-C 

 7. a) How classification of Congestion management scheme based on market and non- 
market method is achieved? 

  b) The cost curve of a generator is C(q) = 24q2+2000q = 490 INR , where C is the total 
cost and q is the quantity produced. What is the marginal cost of a generator at  
49 MW? 

 8. What is meant by unbundling of power system? How prices are expected to go down 
with deregulation? What are the objectives of deregulation in developing countries? 

 9. Write short notes on the following : 

  a) International practices of ancillary services.  

  b) Differential model of deregulation in India. 
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